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Thought For The Week:  “Socialism, or to give it it’s correct name, Monopoly, is not a production 
system, which is exactly what one would expect from its origins... it is a legalistic system based upon 
a power complex supported by a set of abstract slogans which its policies and results contradict, where 
they have any concrete meaning. The idea so skilfully inculcated that confiscation of property will assist 
in the distribution of wealth is, of course, completely without foundation. Socialism is a restriction 
system, as any examination of Socialist practice in the Trade Unions will confirm, and it has two well-
defined fundamental principles — centralization of power, both economic and political, and espionage. 
“That is to say, every advance towards Socialism is an advance toward the Police State.”  
              The Big Idea By CH Douglas

LOVE AS A DYNAMIC FORCE By Arnis Luks
      In an increasingly obvious scripted narrative, the South Australian Premier is shaping the lifting of Covid 
restrictions to align with the next state election. While the ABC is the only reporting service dealing with this 
obvious manipulation, nonetheless it warrants consideration of what really is a cynical work practice of politics - 
pork barrelling of another type in exchange for re-election - a temporary relaxation of the rules of tyranny. 
     A similar perspective can be taken in regard to the Federal election due in May. MSM are almost pleading 
with the incumbents to give them something to eulogise them with. The jostling for media time isn't limited to the 
major parties, even though I am convinced the federal ALP hold no real desire whatsoever to win this election, 
with their polarising narrative of taxing the rich and confiscating inheritance rights. The current ALP leader 
endorses the Morrison policy of covid/climate tyranny, reinforcing that they are two peas from the same pod. 
     Our PM has distanced himself from the covid demonstrations in Canberra against lockstep/lockdown; 
claiming it as state policy, not federal that is causing this unbearable situation.  If this were true, which it is not, 
the government would have the states in the high court in a heartbeat, which they have not. They work together. 
   They deny with their mouths what they are doing with their hands.
     This vacuum of acceptable policy direction is a huge opportunity for minor parties and independents to rally 
against the majors. Firstly, to insist upon “freedom of choice”; and secondly “lifting of all covid restrictions”. 
These two policies reinforce our inalienable rights and freedoms are to be upheld, especially by our governments. 
Should an incumbent be unable to endorse and pursue these two policies they need to be placed last on every 
ballot paper. Canadian Truckers are leading the way on this issue, and, while it may turn unstable at any moment 
with the government preparing a paramilitary response, those truckers need to hold their line as best they can. 
This is a war against tyranny for the restoration of our inalienable rights and freedoms that government seized.
     When Mark Latham was the ALP Federal leader he came up with a polarising narrative of class warfare. Even 
though he is now an indicative leader within the PHON camp, I still cautiously watch every manoeuvre he makes. 

Police shut down Perth restaurant, arrest owner, over alleged vaccine breach
https://www.smh.com.au/national/police-shut-down-perth-restaurant-arrest-owner-over-alleged-vaccine-

breach-20220208-p59upt.html
Qld’s Capricorn Coast Says NO to Labor’s Vaccine Mandates   https://youtu.be/AIDHLEom5C4

https://goodsauce.news/qlds-capricorn-coast-says-no-to-labors-vaccine-mandates/
Livingstone Shire Council voted to become “pro-choice” by rejecting government advice to medically 

discriminate between who they serve and employ in local businesses...
     The PHON request for a Royal commission into Covid handling by the various governments and health 
departments, must be compared to the recently held banking Royal commission which was carefully guided into 
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the sidelines by former PM Malcolm Turnbull.   
I have no confidence any ‘terms of reference’ for a Royal 
commission would seriously look into this covid fiasco. 
There are too many skeletons in the closet of important 
and influential people for the light of day to be allowed.
     The splendid work that PHON political party were 
doing in the early days, with a genuine alternative media 
presence under the stewardship and guidance of James 
Ashby, is nowadays hardly to be seen. Had their media 
contingent being present with the current demonstrations 
in Canberra, factually reporting the discontent evident 
on the ground, or the small businesses collapsing under 
Covid tyranny, and now with the threat of five-year-olds 
being experimented on with the jab, I'd be prepared to 
withdraw my concerns for holding such a dark view of 
where they are going and where they are leading us. 
     Canadian convoy protesters have crystallised their 
policy objectives into ‘freedom of choice’ and “lifting 
of all covid restrictions”.  PHON, UAP and Australia1 
would all do well to give the electors a serious target for 
the upcoming South Australian election due in 5 weeks. 
The majors would not be able to contain the propaganda 
narrative any longer if the people are given a genuine 
political alternative to pursue - a VETO against tyranny.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AIDHLEom5C4 
    The recent business leaders and councillors Nov 2021 
town hall meeting in Yapoon, Qld was all good stuff but 
while Pauline Hanson had the mic, she only committed 
to managing everything better than was being done by 
current leadership. Sorry Pauline, just not good enough 
when we are losing our nation and our inalienable rights 
and freedoms, while our children are being experimented 
on with the jab. The people need a clear policy choice, 
even if it is to the negative of what they no longer want.
    I also hold reservations towards Sen Malcolm Roberts' 
perspective on the economy and the existing financial 
narrative. My reading of where he is leading is Ludwig 
von Mises’ libertarianism - not far from laissez-faire 
monopoly capitalism, of which the (Roman) church 
condemns equally alongside communism - both evil.   
Ludwig von Mises: everyone has a responsibility to 
work even if there are no jobs out there. Even if the 
machines are doing absolutely everything. Even if 
robotics, advance control, and computers can do in a few 
minutes what took months by hand, the policy is still 
full employment, (if you do not work neither shall you 
eat) even if that insistence of work happens to demand 

prostitution of the body and the soul.
Victoria has become the third jurisdiction in Australia to 

decriminalise sex work
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2022-02-10/victoria-sex-

work-act-repealed-decriminalisation/100818818
     As noted last week, there are opposing theological 
arguments on this subject of full employment.  
“All things therefore whatsoever you would that men 
should do to you, do you also to them. For this is the law 
and the prophets” - the golden rule as stated by our Lord. 
     It was William Wilberforce with a few others, who 
won the common law battle against the merchant-led 
slave trade. Slavery is a moral question, not a financial 
consideration for both the owner and the slave alike – a 
Faustian bargain for the slave. No human should have 
that much power over another, and none should be 
required to enter into a slave/master Faustian bargain. 
The financial system, through its nurtured and designed 
flaw of manipulation, has confiscated the very real assets 
of the entire planet to only a few hundred families. The 
natural law response is this: “the Sabbath was made for 
man and not man for the Sabbath”. Systems are made to 
serve man(kind) and not man to serve systems.  
The financial system must be a just system (as with 
weights and measures), not filching the entire globe unto 
those who manipulate it for their own purposes, while 
driving the rest to abject poverty under financial slavery.
     This PHON financial perspective, apart from being 
amoral (no morals), is separated from observable reality. 
With the cry for full employment, there is no explanation 
whatsoever of the irredeemable debt every nation in 
the world finds itself in. If you can't free yourself from 
financial slavery, if a nation cannot manage its own 
financial system for the benefit of the people of that 
nation, then we are all slaves, nonetheless. Silence on 
these vital issues is complicity. This is where capitalism 
and communism come together in their nexus of slavery 
– dictatorship of the proletariat. This is the blind side of 
PHON and conservatives generally, whereby they refuse, 
or deliberately avoid considering this question, while 
the other equally weighty issue of limiting the power of 
government is also not openly discussed in this arena of 
public education and discourse. What a moment lost! 
Important reading on this issue: The ‘Achilles Heel’ of the 
Conservative Movement by ED Butler available here:
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Butler_ED-Achilles_Heel.pdf 
   continued on page 4...

MAN - HEIR and STEWARD By ED Butler
     No reversal of current developments is possible without reversing and modifying the financial policies which have 
been such a powerful instrument in the hands of the power-lusters. The true conservative knows how important is the 
past. As the young French-Canadian mystic, Simone Weil, so beautifully expressed it in The Need For Roots: 

“We possess no other living sap, than the treasures stored up from the past and digested,  
assimilated and created afresh by us.”

     A genuinely conservative approach to life requires humility, to accept the fact that the man is not self-sufficient. 
It is surprising how many conservatives will accept this truth concerning some subjects, but reject it in the field 
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of economics. Far too many conservatives create the 
impression that their concept of “rugged individualism” 
is a type of free-for-all where the self-made man 
succeeds and the weak go to the wall. The truth is that 
no man is self-sufficient today in the field of economic 
endeavour. Even those pioneering on some of the world’s 
remaining frontiers are making use of machinery and 
technical assistance which comes from co-operative 
industrial societies, themselves the heirs to a thousand 
years of “accumulated” industrial arts. The creative 
conservative of the Twentieth Century must take a new 
look at economics if he is to meet the Socialist challenge. 
Some proper humility is a prerequisite.
The following are basic truths which must be accepted 
in evolving a policy which will enable the best of our 
civilization to be preserved and developed along the lines 
of a genuinely conservative and co-operative society, one 
in which the creative initiative of every individual can 
find expression:
1. What might be described as man’s basic capital 
consists of vast natural resources, including the soil. 
Growth is impossible without sunshine, rain and fresh air. 
All this is a gift from God. It is not produced by men’s 
work. Labour does not produce all wealth as the Socialist 
and Communist claim.
2. The use of basic capital requires production capital. 
This has been developed at an ever-accelerating 
rate because each new generation is the heir to the 
accumulated knowledge of the past, which is part of 
man’s cultural heritage. Without this knowledge, man 
would still be subsisting at a primitive level without 
even knowing about the wheel. It is more correct to 
describe man as a discoverer than an inventor. The truth 
concerning what is termed the “mechanical advantage” 
was DISCOVERED, not created by the man who first 
used a lever to lift a much greater weight than he could 
with only his own muscular energy. This and other 
truths are also a gift from God. The Indians watched 
the flow of water over the Niagara Falls for centuries, 
without realizing that here was an enormous source of 
power which could be harnessed to serve the individual. 
Present-day North Americans use this power, not because 
of greater physical ability than the Indians, but because 
they are heirs to knowledge passed on to them by 
previous generations. Semi-automatic machinery driven 
by solar energy, computers, machines making machines, 
with human labour as such now a minor factor, are the 
results of the cultural heritage.
3. Both morally, and realistically, the individual is 
entitled to a share in the benefits possible because of 
the application of the cultural heritage to basic capital. 
But although the cultural heritage, like basic capital, 
must be regarded as a community heritage, in order 
that this heritage is preserved, extended and in the 
most competent and responsible manner on behalf 
of the individual, private ownership is essential. In a 

free-enterprise society, private owners should be a group 
of producing aristocrats, proud of their responsibilities 
and the opportunity to develop their various skills, 
serving a democracy of consumers.
4. As the “money vote’ and price system is the most 
flexible mechanism through which the individual can 
exercise effective control over how his heritage is to be 
developed, it is the legitimate function of Government 
to ensure that the volume of community purchasing 
power AUTOMATICALLY reflects economic realities. 
The proper level of water in a cattle drinking trough is 
automatically adjusted by a ball-valve and the amount 
of water consumed by the cattle. The actual mechanics 
necessary to place individuals in control of their own 
credit, is one for appropriate experts to create. No change 
in the ownership or administration of the private banks is 
necessary.
C.H. Douglas predicted in l924 that unless control of the 
community's credit were decentralized into the hands 
of its individual members, and the economic system 
reoriented away from the direction in which it was being 
forced by those monopolizing the control of financial 
credit, there would come a time “well within the lives 
of the present generation” when “the blind forces of 
destruction will appear to be in the ascendant... There is, 
at the moment, no party, group, or individual possessing 
at once the power, the knowledge, and the will, 
which would transmute the growing social unrest and 
resentment (now chiefly marshalled under the crudities of 
Socialism and Communism) into a constructive effort for 
the regeneration of Society... we are merely witnesses to 
a succession of rear-guard actions on the part of the so-
called conservative elements of Society, elements which 
themselves seem incapable or undesirous of genuine 
initiative; a process which can only result, like all rear-
guard actions, in a successive, if not successful retreat 
on the part of the forces attacked. While this process is 
alone active, there seems to be no sound justification for 
optimism...” — Social Credit By CH Douglas.
A genuine counter-offensive by conservatives, demand 
a challenge to the policy of the credit monopoly. It 
was Abraham Lincoln who observed that “the power 
to regulate the currency and credit of a nation” is 
“the Government’s greatest creative opportunity.” 
A resurgent conservatism might well take the Lincoln 
statement as it’s fighting motto. ***

BEQUESTS
The League appreciates being remembered by way of 
a legacy in the Will of supporters.  This is a way of 
assisting the work of the League to continue  after your 
life.  Legal complexities arise in some cases, so we have 
been advised to create a Company to receive the funds 
on behalf of the League.
In your Will, please designate the bequest to TALOR Pty 
Ltd.  We thank you in advance for the kind thought. ND
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LOVE AS A DYNAMIC FORCE - PLAN B
What is to happen when the demonstrations stop?
     The combination of the Financial/Political/Military/ 
Pharmaceutical/Industrial/Media complex would be an 
impossible task to overcome by physical strength alone. 
It requires faith, hope and love, all put into action. The 
Canadian truckers have set up soup kitchens to feed 
the homeless and blow-up castles for the children. As 
the Truckers are challenged by whomever, the locals 
are coming out of their homes and filling the gaps 
created. This spirit of freedom is growing as Canadians 
come together to do all they can in -30ºC temperatures. 
There may be some cracks appearing in the politician's 
armour, but these will be shored as they appear. The 
key to inalienable rights and freedoms is that it affects 
everybody including civil, political, military and police. 
Leadership of these structures has been subverted with 
injections from the WEF and secret societies. It is always 
the leadership that sets the flock on a destructive path.
Leadership of Self
     I watched footage of the Canberra march and listened 
to several people with the microphone and came out with 
the impression clear direction was lacking or they were 
attempting to garnish votes for the next election. I did 
not witness a clear policy direction. What can 100,000 
people do together in a march or rally? Not much unless 
this display of frustration is converted into action at their 
local level with an injection of some leadership of self. 
A dominant individual can readily take over a large 
meeting to cause a change in direction if you are not 
aware and thinking clearly. To overcome this charisma 
advantage, clear thinking and preset objectives are 
essential ingredients prior to attendance of these. 
The Canadian Truckers have united the nation under a 
freedom of choice and  lifting of all covid restrictions 
banner that is bringing the public along with them. 
This is a unifying policy that permeates the public 
imagination. Issues other than this need to be set aside 
for now in order to direct political energy towards the 
restoration of our inalienable rights and freedoms. These 
rights and freedoms do not come from government 
but are inherent within every person from conception 
unto death. Government has overstepped their defined 
boundaries of a limiting Constitutional Monarchy. 
Energy now needs to be placed into this institution to 
shore it up as 'our agreement as to how we shall be 
governed'.   Petitioning the Governors and Governor 
General to lift all covid restrictions is a start.  He, as 
commander of our police and armed services is the 
rightful recipient of this plea from the people against the 
tyranny of our governments. This can be done at your 
own capital city rather than the 1,000+ kilometre trek to 
the capital Canberra. Logistically it also makes sense. 
Alternative Media as Education
     Each time there is interaction with a member of the 

public is also another opportunity for civics re-education. 
Our Limiting Constitutional Monarchical system of 
government is orientated towards 'division of power' 
across divisions of government and administration. No 
single house, nor individual holds supreme power over 
our nation (or our States). Annually the lower house must 
stand to be judged in the states' house the Senate with the 
passing of the budget. The Executive stands answerable 
to the Parliament, and the Ministry stand answerable 
before the Courts as adjudicator of the imposition of 
these laws. The Parliament is not doing its primary 
function of representing the will of the electorate and 
holding the Executive to account. They collect wages 
under false pretences and need to be replaced with others 
more attune to the now realised will of the electorate.
     The New Zealand public are also rising up against this 
world medical tyranny. A similar message from them is
freedom of choice and  lifting of all covid restrictions.  
We need to understand that the police and the military 
also have children and family directly affected by 
this world medical tyranny. They need to be brought 
alongside with the public. This issue is government 
tyranny imposing a world medical policy.  Sir Robert 
Peel, the founder of the London Police wrote: 
"The police are the public and the public are the police; 

the police being only members of the public who are 
paid to give full time attention

to duties which are incumbent on every citizen in the 
interests of community welfare and existence."

     While the public is now finding clear objectives, the 
structure of tyranny must be considered. Klaus Schwabb 
boasted that he had injected up to 50% of administrations 
with his operatives, it is those in leadership positions 
which direct policy. It is those who will attempt to turn 
this narrative against the pursuit of our inalienable rights 
and freedoms. National broadcasters are simply hired 
tools. New media is you with a clearly defined message:
 freedom of choice and  lifting of all covid restrictions.  
You can do much locally in this pursuit of our freedoms. 
This is where the supply lines are not 1,000+ks but 
readily available. This is a war against tyranny and it is 
happening in your neighbourhood at your own front door.


